Restaurants/Nearby Dining

Main Campus
1. Cafe 330 (pastas & sandwiches)
2. Ebeneezer’s Kebabs & Pizzeria (Halal fast food)
3. FSCAC Restaurant (fast food & SE Asia Cuisine)
4. Maxim’s FOOD2 (fast food)
5. Pacific Coffee (sandwiches & pastries)
6. Rome Cafe (Western Cuisine)
7. Starbucks Coffee (sandwiches & pastries)
8. Starbucks Coffee (sandwiches & pastries)
9. Union Restaurant (fast food & SE Asia Cuisine)

Centennial Campus
10. BIJAS Vegetarian (Chinese Vegetarian Food, dim sum)
11. Delifrance (Western fast food & sandwiches)
12. Grove Cafe (Pastas, snacks, light food and drinks)
13. Super Super Congee and Noodle (Congee & noodles)

Catering Outposts (Main Campus)
14. FRU: YO Factory (Frozen yoghurt)
15. SUBWAY (sandwiches)
16. TWGHs iBakery (bakery/coffee)

Please note that the restaurant information was selected by a third party. Listings are provided only as a matter of courtesy to assist participants with nearby dining opportunities. For additional details about these venues, please see the extended listing at http://www.isanet.org/Conferences/ISA-Hong-Kong-2017/On-Site.
* Please note: All program events take place at the HKU Centennial Campus. Rooms can be found on the floor corresponding with their first numbers (For instance, room LG.121 can be found on floor one, room 813 can be found on floor eight, and room 1103 can be found on floor eleven).
* Please note: All program events take place at the **HKU Centennial Campus**. Rooms can be found on the floor corresponding with their first numbers (For instance, room LG.121 can be found on floor one, room 813 can be found on floor eight, and room 1103 can be found on floor eleven).